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What I will cover

1. Some reflections on research reproducibility



(Ir) reproducibility of research: it’s complicated!

▪ Definition & goal of ‘reproducibility’ - trust, fact, use, reuse, reduce waste? 

▪ Lack of training - research methods, data, sharing etc

▪ Peer review of ‘grant’ / research 

▪ Pressure to publish & ‘positive’ results bias 

▪ Incentives to share all results & (relevant) outputs

▪ Ability to share all results & outputs

▪ Ability to find the research you need replicate

▪ Variable editorial policies & practices (inc peer review) at publishers

▪ Increasing & evolving complexity of ethics & research integrity issues

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5521077

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5521077


Alam, Sabina and Wilson, Laura. "Perspectives from a publishing ethics and research integrity team for required improvements" Journal of Data 

and Information Science, vol.8, no.3, 2023, pp.1-14. https://doi.org/10.2478/jdis-2023-0018

Trend in # of ethics cases: 2017-2022 (Taylor & Francis)

https://doi.org/10.2478/jdis-2023-0018


“Is it fraud or just a lot of spelling mistakes?” 

https://www.science.org/content/article/hundreds-cancer-papers-mention-cell-lines-don-t-seem-exist



(Ir) reproducibility of research: it’s complicated!

▪ Lack of training

▪ Peer review of ‘grant’ / research 

▪ Pressure to publish & ‘positive’ results bias 

▪ Incentives to share all results & (relevant) outputs

▪ Ability to share all results & outputs

▪ Ability to find the research you need replicate

▪ Variable editorial policies & practices at publishers

REFLECTIONS: 
o discoverability is key – are we uncovering tip of the iceberg?  (legacy vs new issues)
o are we addressing the root causes or currently intervening where it is expedient ?
o all the above require system-wide thinking  

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5521077

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5521077


“Science remains the key 

driver of human progress, 

yet we have little evidence 

on how to best fund 

science and incentivize 

high-quality work.”
John Ioannidis (2018)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2005468

Need for research on causes of (ir) reproducibility  



https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19420862.2024.2323706

https://www.responsibleresearchinpractice.co.uk/2023/12/13/guide-to-antibodies-and-research-reproducibility/

Cross sector collaboration needed:

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19420862.2024.2323706


https://www.ukrn.org/files/2024/04/UK-Reproducibility-Network-Annual-report-2023-24-85d30001026a18f7.pdf

https://www.ukrn.org/open-research-resources/

Cross sector collaboration needed:

Purpose:

“to enable researchers, institutions, and other 
stakeholders working in the UK to collaborate, so they are 
better able to conduct and promote rigorous, reproducible, 
and transparent research.”

▪ Cross-sector involvement
▪ RNs established across the world
▪ Focus on training, learning & effective policy
▪ Focus on more positive narrative around ‘doing good 

science’
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▪ Provide venues for sound science

▪ Enable publication of important components 
of research

▪ Encouraging sharing of data & code

▪ Enable discoverability via metadata etc

▪ Transparency & openness

▪ Build in trust-markers

▪ Make it simple for authors (& editors)

▪ Working cross sector & in collaboration

Where can (do we think) publishers make a difference?
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Cross sector collaboration needed:

TIER2 project (a reminder):
▪ Focus on co-creating approaches & tools
▪ Recognising diversity of perspectives
▪ Publishers affiliated with the project

May 2023 – first publisher workshop
▪ Representatives of 20 publishers (big, small, nfp, Society)
▪ Workshop aims:

o share existing initiatives in place +/or planned to increase 
reproducibility

o identify & prioritise areas for development
o develop pilots that could be done in collaboration with TIER2

https://osf.io/6gbcv



Publisher collaboration in TIER2



Q: what are the main challenges that you face to assure the 

reproducibility of research you publish?

https://osf.io/6gbcv

▪ Limits of supporting infrastructure (& costs)

▪ Capacity for Editorial checks to assure FAIR etc 

▪ Need for variation: one-size doesn’t fit all

▪ Knowledge & awareness of requirements & best practice/s

▪ Absence of system-wide agreed standards & check-lists

▪ Limited demand from authors (esp in pay-to-publish model?)

▪ Desire to avoid extra peer review burden

REFLECTION: 
owhat are the incentives for all concerned? 



Q: what would boost the reproductivity of published research?  

https://osf.io/6gbcv

▪ Reform of incentives - focus on good rather than ‘flashy’ science

▪ Stronger policies & requirements of researchers 

▪ Joined-up approaches & collaboration 

▪ Standards & interoperability (to aid discoverability)

▪ Training & awareness building

▪ Monitoring & measuring impact

REFLECTIONS - proceed with caution: 
o one size doesn’t fit all
o beware imposing ‘global north standards’ 
o beware ‘metricisation’ & Goodhart’s law
o… and do we know what the root causes are? Can publishers make a real difference? 



“When a metric becomes a 
target, it ceases to be a good 

metric.”

Charles Goodhart
(born 1936 - ) 

Economist

In encouraging behaviour change beware Goodhart’s Law!

https://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/goodharts_law.png



Two publisher focused pilots:

https://osf.io/6gbcv

▪ Focus on topics where we think it will make a difference  (FAIR, 
data availability & for reuse) 

▪ Aim to keep it simple for authors & publishers

▪ Monitoring & learning to inform potential scale up (or not!) 

▪ Timescale: Jan 2024- Sept 2025

1. Data Availability Statements (DAS)

to provide editors with simple first line route to improve DAS –
statements, descriptors & links to data



Enforcing data sharing is challenging 

▪ Study of data availability across articles (n=875) in 
Nature & Science 2009-2019

▪ Despite stringent data availability policies among 
publishers (inc DAS), data were partially available (& 
upon request) in c30% of articles 

Recommendations (cross sector):

▪ data sharing/management costs covered by funders

▪ data sharing practices incentivised by institutions

▪ data sharing enforced by both publishers & funders
Tedersoo, L., Küngas, R., Oras, E. et al. Data sharing practices and 

data availability upon request differ across scientific disciplines. Sci 

Data 8, 192 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41597-021-00981-0



“While the majority of 

data are eventually 
available, it is alarming 
that less than a half of 

the data clearly stated to 
be available upon request 

could be effectively 
obtained from the 

authors.”

Base: n=67 authors who declined to share data upon contact 

Tedersoo, L., Küngas, R., Oras, E. et al. Data sharing practices and 

data availability upon request differ across scientific disciplines. Sci 

Data 8, 192 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41597-021-00981-0

Reasons for not sharing data upon request 



https://tier2-project.eu/pilots

Publisher workflow intervention: 
to provide editors with simple first line route to improve DAS – statements, 

descriptors & links to data



Two publisher focused pilots:

https://osf.io/6gbcv

▪ Focus on topics where we think it will make a difference  (FAIR, data 
availability & for reuse) 

▪ Aim to keep it simple for authors & publishers

▪ Monitoring & learning to inform potential scale up

▪ Timescales: Jan 2024- Sept 2025

1. Data Availability Statements (DAS)

to provide editors with simple first line route to improve DAS –
statements, descriptors & links to data

2. Editorial reference ‘handbook’

focused on FAIRness (esp of data) to operationalise and harmonise 
editorial checks



https://tier2-project.eu/pilots

Publisher workflow intervention:
to create a Handbook for FAIRness operationalise and harmonise editorial checks
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Summary & more reflections

1. Important to understand the root causes of the ‘problem’; to avoid 
developing wasted interventions & unintended consequences  

2. Cross sector collaboration is essential; publisher initiatives to improve 
reproducibility work best as part of system-wide initiatives & actions

3. Practical steps (small) can make a difference; given the complexity of 
issues, it is important to pilot interventions & keep simple & pragmatic 

4. Importance of incentives; effective change (in workflows, systems, 
behaviour) needs buy-in & evidence of benefits

5. Interventions should be evidence-based; this is the ‘Science of science’ in 
action! 



Thank you !

Comments & questions welcome ☺

liz.allen@tandf.co.uk
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